
F. No. 1/02(02)/2020-R.V 
 

RECRUITMENT-V SECTION 
 

Name of 
the post 

02 (UR) posts of Assistant Engineer (Quality 
Assurance) Armament (Instruments) in Directorate 
General of Quality Assurance, Department of Defence 
Production, Ministry of Defence through Direct 
recruitment. 

Advt. 
No. 

05/2020 

Vacancy 
No. 

20030503514 

Essential 
Qualification 

(EQ) 

 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 

(A) EDUCATIONAL: Master Degree in Science in Physics/ 
Electronics/ Physics (with Electronics) from a recognized 
University Or Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering or Technology 
in one of the disciplines viz. Mechanical, Electronics, 
Electronics and Electrical, Electronics and Telecommunication, 
Computer Science, Instrumentation and Control from a 
recognized University or Institute.  

 
(B) EXPERIENCE: Two years practical experience in 
Production or Development or Quality Assurance in the fields of 
Mechanical/ Electronics/ Electronics and Electrical/ Electronics 
& Telecommunication/ Computer Science/ Instrumentation and 
Control from recognized organization or undertaking. 
 
 

Criteria 
adopted 

for short-
listing the 
candidates 

 
 
EQ-A+EQ-B Enhance to 05 years and above 
Experience 

Modalities 

I. PS has been done online, first on the basis of the report 
generated by the computer system as per the information filled 
up / claims  made therein by the candidates in their online 
application and thereafter by scrutiny of the supporting 
documents uploaded along with the same only in respect of 
candidates whose applications are prima-facie found eligible 
on the basis of information filled up/ claims made by them in 
the online applications. 

 
 

II. The scrutiny of the applications has been done strictly 



as per the provisions of the Recruitment rules for the post in 
question.Total experience claimed by the candidates has been 
takeninto consideration, if supported  by necessary 
certificates.  

 
III. Experience possessed in the relevant fields specified in 
the advertisement has been taken into account. If experience 
is not in the relevant field as specified in Recruitment Rules 
and advertisement of the post or the calculated relevant 
experience is less than the essential period as specified in the 
Recruitment Rules, such candidates have been rejected under 
“LEQ-B”. Applicants who claim relevant experience but the 
EC  attached in support of that do not support the claim made 
are also rejected as “LEQ-B” 

 
IV. The candidates who do not possess the relevant 
essential educational qualification have been rejected as 
“LEQ-A”. 
V. BE/B,tech in Electronics and Communication is 
considered as relevant. 

 
VI. AMIE (Institution of Engineers) degree in the relevant 
discipline has not      been   considered as relevant and 
rejected as LEQ Á’(Lack of Education Qualification) 

 
 

VII. Candidates falling inside the  consideration zone on  
account of their total claimed experience but having relevant 
experience as calculated during scrutiny less than the 
enhanced experience but greater than the essential 
experience as per the RRs have been rejected under LEC 
(Lacking Enhanced Criteria) category. 

 
VIII. Candidates having claimed experience less than the 

enhance criteria and falling outside the consideration zone 
have been rejected under LEC category. 

 
IX. Experience Certificate must be uploaded/available to 
ascertain the eligibility of the candidate. Hence, applications of 
candidates who have not uploaded/furnished experience 
certificate, have been rejected as “Incomplete Application”. 

 

 



 
X. Experience Certificates without clearly specifying the 
nature of duties have also not been considered and rejected 
as ‘Incomplete’.  Similarly, applicants who claim relevant 
experience but the EC attached in support of that is not of the 
entire duration claimed or do not support the claim made are 
also rejected as “Incomplete”. However, the candidates who 
have not submitted part relevant Experience Certificate of his 
present position, have been shortlisted subject to production 
(STP/CFD) of the complete updated EC duly mentioning 
therein the duties performed of his present position, as 
claimed in the online application. 

 
XI. The applications of the candidates who have neither 
 produced the marksheet nor degree of the essential 
educational qualifications have been rejected under the 
Category of “Incomplete Applications”. If the uploaded 
documents by   the candidate are not legible, application of 
such candidates have also been rejected as “Incomplete 
Applications”. 

 
XII. Teaching experience  has not been considered relevant. 

 
XIII. Appointment letters, office orders, 

Registration/Enrolment Certificate, Resignation Letters, 
Relieving Orders, pay certificates and self employment 
certificates have not been considered as proof of experience. 
Also experience as “Intern” has also not been treated as 
relevant  experience . 

 
XIV. Experience certificates are to be in prescribed proforma 

in terms of R(C&P)’s circular No. F.8/84/2010-R (C&P) dated 
23.12.2010. However, wherever the applicants have not 
submitted experience certificates inprescribe proforma, their 
experience certificate have been considered on merit basis. 

 
XV. If the experience certificate submitted by the candidate 
bears old date in respect of his/her current employment and a 
higher claim is made in the online application, such candidates 
have been shortlisted subject to production of up to dated 
experience certificate. 

 
XVI. Some of the candidates can be rejected under more 



than one category.  They have been rejected under the  most 
appropriate category. 

 
 

 
Shortlist
ed Roll 
no. and 
Rejected 
Roll No. 

 
PS for fill up 02 (UR) Post:-  
 
To be called for Interview 
 
Roll No.  

 
         060 217 277 345 462 556 578 586
 592 671 750 797 848 890 898 941
 1038 1105 1279 1283 1310 1369 1385  

(23 Candidates)
 
Rejections 
LEQ ‘A’ 
Roll Nos. 
 111 145 340 368 371 438 454 500
 581 726 759 762 840 956 984 992
 1156 1223 1247 1267 1276 1380(PH) 

(22 Candidates)
LEQ ‘B’ 
Roll Nos. 

035 041 104 105 115 133 144 149
 168 171 184 185 212 213 218 222
 226 230 234 252 255 307 329 333
 338 342 352 358 373 378 398 405
 414 427 441 457 490 507 509
 510(PH) 530 534 588 594 634 635
 644 661 666(PH) 669 672 675 691
 710 724 732 758 770 772 778 781
 785 796 805 815 822 867 868 871
 901 945 947 951 969 982 998 1031
 1062 1068 1070(PH) 1074 1091 1092 1119
 1135 1141 1145 1170 1172   1180 1196 1228
 1229 1244 1259 1300(PH) 1320 1353 1371
 1376 1378 1401 1409 1413 1417 1423 1424
 1429(PH)  

(108Candidates)
 

 
Incomplete    
 Roll Nos. 



 010 012 052 061 098 100 128 134
 143 172 183 232(PH) 241 299 318
 320 344 365 386 387 397 409 421
 426 437 446 451 508 523 524 550
 563 596 664 697 721 723 725 727
 757 763 766 775   826/827 839 849 859
 872 881 882 929 930 935 937 942
 948 954 956   977/978 985 999 1010 1027
 1076 1096 1190 1191 1215 1235 1246 1261
 1277 1282 1306 1363 1367 1383(PH) 1414
 1427 1435 1437 1442   

(82 Candidates)
Overage 
Roll Nos. 
                       270 430 626 628 651 748 755
 789 791 971 972 983 1012 1037
 1064 1288 1338 1350 1373  

(19 Candidates)
LEC 
Roll Nos. 
                      116 552 656 735 764 825 843
 1166 1213 1273    1432   

(11 Candidates)
           Not in ZoC 
           Roll No. 
           412(PH) 447(PH) 

(02 Candidates)
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Legends: 

(i) LEQ (A) : Lacking Essential Qualification (Educational). 
(ii) LEQ (B) : Lack of Experience Qualification 
(iii) LEC          :  Lacking Enhance Criteria. 

   
Important Instructions: 
  Candidates, who desire to represent against his/her rejection in 
accordance with criteria and modalities adopted for shortlisting the post, 
may submit the same with substantive ground(s)/reason(s) to 
usr5.upsc@nic.in by 12.10.2021. Mails received after this date would not 
be opened. No documents are to be submitted alongwith such e-mails. 
Even if submitted, they would not be opened, considered or entertained. 
All the representations would be examined and if in any case the 
grounds/reasons indicated therein are found to be correct as per criteria 
and modalities adopted, such applications would be shortlisted and 
rejection of others would be maintained. Thereafter, revised and updated 
scrutiny details would be uploaded in this space, if any change is made 
therein. No individual reply would be given to any of these e-mails. 

 

NOTE: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE WILL BE UPLOADED IN DUE 
COURSE. 

 
 
 

Under Secretary(R.V) 
 

 

 

 

 


